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ONLINE BUSINESS
- INTRO
Digital Media has affected all our lives. The

way we communicate, interact, buy or

socialize has changed completely because

of the online world. The possibilities to

reach to the world with a device by

basically sitting at home opens up great

opportunities. Opportunities both in

private life and also in business life.

Think about it from a business

perspective: the world is one place and

you have the opportunity to reach to

everyone. Would that not be interesting?

Have you ever heard about starting an

online business?

I believe that everyone of us has a unique

capability. A unique knowledge, talent,

message or something to share with the

world. With nearly 8 billion people in this

world there are people who are looking for

your specific knowledge. There are people

out there who are looking for a solution to

their problem. You have that solution, but

they don`t know that you exist.

With all the ease that comes with the

online medium we all have the opportunity

to start and build an online business from

literally sitting at home. The population is

spending more time than ever on the

internet. Think about that: What is the last

thing you look at when you go to bed at

night? And what is the first thing you look

at when you wake up in the morning? You

get that: our mobile devices.
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We all most probably know social media and

digital media from a consumer perspective.

Being there to look for inspiration, motivation

and search for a solution. But if you look at it

from a business perspective it will change your

view. Change your stand of view from someone

who is looking for inspiration, motivation or

searching solution online to someone who is

providing that inspiration, motivation or

solution. You see?

It is all about spreading your message and letting

people know what you do. Make people

recognize you and turn that into an online

business with all the ease and opportunities that

digital media brings us.

Don`t get me wrong. Like any business, also

online business requires some work. There is

nothing happening overnight. But the point is,

with digital media it is simpler than ever before

to start your own business and achieve your

freedom. Think about the work and effort you

would need to start a traditional business. Social

Media and the opportunities to reach to the

world from literally sitting at home in front of our

computers are the factors that makes it much

more easier compared to other businesses.



Serhat Külec is a digital entrepreneur and

owner of multiple online businesses. 

Over the last few years he worked on

building his own online businesses. Started

with ecommerce (selling physical

products), then building his multiple

marketing agencies to selling digital

products and many more. Serhat is

recognized in his marketplace as the

expert on E-Commerce & Online

Marketing specialized in how to sell online

and find additional sales channels in the

internet.

In his current project “revolutionary online

business builders”, he is showing how

everyone can build an online business with

a hobby, passion or expertise. He is

sharing his knowledge in his community to

show everyone the opportunities that are

available nowadays with building an online

business.

ABOUT THE
AUTHOR
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@serhatklcpage @serhat.klc__ @Serhat Külec

Serhat Külec



11 ONLINE
BUSINESS IDEAS

With all the opportunities that are available for building your online business it can

also be overwhelming on the other side to choose the right online business which

really works and suites the best for you. Almost continuously there comes a new

way on how to make money online. This information overload can bring up

confusion which can lead to get stuck in starting your online business.

To help you out of that and give you some kind of direction, I summed up the proven

online business models which I tested over the last years. These are serious online

business ideas that you can start with no doubt.

Choose the one which sounds most familiar to you and start with one. Build from

there and multiply on that in order to continuously extend, grow your online

business and find new ways how to sell online.

Here are my 11 proven online business ideas for you:
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One of the ways how you can build your online business is by running an

E-Commerce business.

Set up a webshop and start selling physical products online.

This can be from products of daily use, to fashion, household articles

and so on. You can even sell knittings or handmade products and start

with something you already have. 

By using models like dropshipping you don`t even have to own the

products. The only thing you have to focus on by doing dropshipping is

on marketing.

To gain immediate results you can in addition start selling on frequently

visited platforms like amazon, ebay, etsy etc. 

1) E-COMMERCE: SELLING
PHYSICAL PRODUCTS

2) SELLING DIGITAL
PRODUCTS 
The best way to start without making big investments is by leveraging

on your knowledge. 

Think about skills that you are good at and which people would be eager

to pay for that.

You can build on that and start selling digital products like online

courses, audio courses or even membership sites. 

 

3) PUBLISH A BOOK 
If you are good at writing and like to write long forms, you can start by

publishing your own book.

Use platforms like amazon to reach to a larger audience in your niche

and start selling your book on these platforms.

A book will maybe not make  you that much money. But it will definitely

increase your reputation and position you as an expert in that field.  

This can be perfect to gain some audience and build everything on that. 
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4) VIRTUAL ASSISTANT 
With the comfort of the internet to reach to the world, you can start a

Virtual Assistant business by helping other entrepreneurs or 

 businesses in organizing their work.

Common tasks would be organizing emails, reporting or basic

administrative work.

This can also be perfect to connect to high-end people and get a sneak

peak into their work.  

If you are good in organizing then this might be a good choice  for you. 

5) AGENCY/CONSULTING 

6) FREELANCING

On your journey in building your own online business you will acquire a

lot of skills especially also in online marketing.

With that knowledge you can basically start an online marketing agency

and provide services for other individuals or companies.

As digital marketing is becoming more and more important companies

are looking for people who can implement this for them. 

Then you might think of starting your own online marketing agency and

consulting business.  

Like building an agency you can provide your skills to other companies

or individiuals. If you prefer to do it just temporarily maybe to finance

your online business in short term you can provide freelancing services.

This includes work like texting, design, development, marketing,

translation, copywriting etc.

For that, you don`t even need to have your own website. There  are

platforms like textbroker, upwork, fiverr etc.  that brings individuals

who are providing freelance services with individuals who are looking

for freelance services together.  
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Affiliate is also a great way to earn passive income. Basically you are

getting a comission for ever customer you bring to a partner or

company. 

This happens of course online and fully-automated.

The most popular affiliate platform is amazon associate program.

Everyone is welcome to register on this program and also start earning

commissions for recommending your private purchases.

There is almost for every sector an affiliate program. Simply go to

Google and type in your industry followed by "affiliate program".

For example for beauty: beauty affiliate program.

7) AFFILIATE

8) INFLUENCER

9) COACH/TRAINER

If you have a specific niche that you are interested in you can start

positioning yourself as a thought leader in that industry.

By sharing regular content and your knowledge in that specific niche

you can become an influencer.

This can be through a blog, by starting your own youtube channel,

social media channel or your own podast show.

Companies are always looking for thought leaders in specific

industries. And if you have a hot-niche and you like to share your

knowledge on that, this can be interesting for you.

By making companies aware of your work will result in promotion,

product placement and advertisement engagements. 

If you love to work with people, then you can also consider
starting a coaching business.
This way you could help other people with individual coachings  
with solving their problems.
With the ease of the internet and the benefits of an online
business, you can do that location independent also from home
with online coaching on video calls.  
The topics can go from fitness, personal development, mindset,
lifestyle, nutrition, business and so on.  
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10) SELLING ADVERTISING
SPACES ON YOUR WEBSITE

11) SELLING IMAGES

If you have a good and frequently visited website you can
sell advertisement places on that. 
The most popular platform is Googles ad platform called
"Google AdSense".
But there are many more alternatives to that. And you
can also do that manually by reaching out to interesting
prospects which suites your industry and niche.  

If you like to take photos then you can sell your beautiful
photos online.
On platforms like shutterstock you can get paid for the
photos you provide. 
Take your camera and shoot some beautiful photos and
start makeing money or building a business with it. 



KEEP THAT
IN MIND

As you can see there are a lot of ways how

you can start your own online business.

Before you choose something which you

heard somewhere, start with yourself,

what you already have or what you are

good at.

Don’t follow trends or shiny objects.

Because trends come and go but your

values stay. 

The most important thing is to think in

business and long-term. Because we are

not interested in building just an online

presence. What we are looking for is to

build a business with it. An online

Business!

Therefore you need processes and

strategies how you can turn your business

idea into an online business. We probably

all know some examples that have an

online presence with millions of followers

but don`t make any money out of it

because they do not have the processes

and strategies to leverage on that. 

To learn the strategies behind it you are 

 more than welcome to join my Facebook

community where I am also showing the

step-by-step processes how you can start,

grow and scale your online business.

The group on Facebook is called

"revolutionary online business builders".

Here is the link:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/revolu

tionaryonlinebusinessbuilders

I am looking forward to welcome you

there and get to know you better.

All the best and great success with your

own online business!

-Serhat
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@serhatklcpage @serhat.klc__ @Serhat Külec

THE OPPORTUNITIES
ARE IN FRONT OF

YOU. 
GO AND SEIZE

THEM!
S E R H A T  K Ü L E C


